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Analysis of the temperature performance of type-II interband
cascade lasers
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The temperature performance of type-II semiconductor lasers has been analyzed by comparing the
temperature-concentration dependence for a charge-carrier subsystem at the threshold with
steady-state temperature-concentration relationship implied by the carrier heating process. The low
material gain characteristic of type-II heterostructures and the high resistance of the thermal link to
the heat sink are primarily responsible for limiting the continuous-wave laser operation to low
temperatures. We show also that the number of cascades for type-II interband cascade lasers can be
optimized with respect to the highest achievable operating temperature. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1814432]
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In midinfrared (MIR) quantum-well lasers, the optic
gaingsne,Ted is a strong function of both the carrier conc
tration and the carrier temperature. Any increase of the
operating temperature is accompanied by a compens
rise of the carrier concentration in the active region, whic
electrically injected lasers implies a corresponding incr
of the threshold current. The latter in turn induces additi
Joule heating, while the concentration buildup enhance
nonradiative(Auger) current. At some point, this leads to
lasing failure. For design purposes, it is very importan
understand the main “trigger” mechanism of such a failu
whether it is the Joule heating of the crystal lattice or
Auger-related heating of the electron subsystem. In
work, we describe a method that allows for a compariso
the physical effects most critical for high-temperature op
tion of semiconductor lasers and apply it to type-II interb
cascade lasers(ICLs).1 Our approach is based on match
the temperature-concentration relation obtained from th
ser threshold condition with an independent relation des
ing the laser heating characteristics in the continuous-w
(cw) operating regime.2,3 At high injection levels, typical fo
near-room-temperature operation, the Auger recombin
is essentially responsible for the threshold current in M
lasers and is, therefore, the basic physical mechanism
ing their cw operation to low temperatures.4 We show, how
ever, that the high value of the specific thermal resistan
antimonide-based ICLs(Ref. 1) can equally determine th
ultimate cause of the device failure. This agrees with
experimental data for 3.7mm type-II cascade lasers.

At the lasing threshold, the modal optical gaingmod must
compensate for the total optical lossatot. In semiconducto
lasers, both quantities can generally be functions of the
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tron concentration and temperature,ne andTe. Therefore, th
lasing threshold condition,gmodsne,Ted=atotsne,Ted, implies
a certain relationship between the threshold carrier con
tration nth and temperatureTth, which is a curveTthsnthd in
thene–Te coordinate plane. In the simplest model consid
in this work, we shall assume that the optical loss is n
strong function ofne andTe, which is a reasonable appro
mation for type-II ICLs.5,6 In this case, the dependen
Tthsnthd represents the “isogain” curvegmod=constant. An
other relationship in thene–Te plane results from the cons
eration of carrier heating. Carrier concentration in the ac
region is determined by the injection current, which in t
strongly affects the electron temperature. The energy ba
equation thus defines a curveTesned, which represents a
possible steady states of the system. This curve must s
where match the threshold isogain lineTthsnthd, so that the
intersection between these two curves,Tthsnthd and Tesned,
determines the laser operating point. If there is no inte
tion, the device will not lase at any injection current.

The sheet carrier concentrationn in the active quantum
wells determines the injected current densityJ=JR+JSRH
+JA, which is a combination of both the radiative and n
radiative components. The current componentJSRH=qAn ac-
counts for the Shockley–Read–Hall(SRH) recombination a
interfaces and impurities. Reported values7,8 of the coeffi-
cient A are of the order of 108s−1. They are characterized
negligible temperature dependence and do not vary wit
quantum-well width. The last component ofJ is the Auge
recombination current,JA=Cneff

3 . We assume that the Aug
process is controlled by the 2D carrier concentrationn in the
active quantum wells, so that the effective 3D concentra
used in the calculation can be estimated with respect t
combined widths of the adjacent electron and hole qua

wells asneff=n/ sde+dhd. The reported Auger recombination
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rate in type-II InAs/GaInSb multiple quantum wells and
perlattices is nearly an order of magnitude lower than
typical values for type-I laser heterostructures in the s
spectral region 3–5mm.8 In type-II heterostructures atl
,4 mm, the reported values7–9 of 3D Auger coefficientC are
in the range 10−27–10−26 cm6 s−1. While there is still a con
troversy about the temperature dependence of the Auge
cess in type-II heterostructures designed for MIR lasers10,11

we shall assume thresholdless Auger recombination11 and
use representative room-temperature values8 of C.

The Auger recombination is also responsible for ca
heating. We assume that each act of nonradiative recom
tion transfers back into the carrier subsystem an energ
the order of the optical quantumhn. The energy balance th
gives a simple estimate of the difference between the ca
and the lattice temperatures,Te−TL=hnsJAt« /qnd. The en-
ergy relaxation timet« is assumed here to be common
both electrons and holes, and uniform throughout the a
region. The lattice temperatureTL in cw regime is primarily
determined by Joule heating,TL=THS+rTJV, whereTHS is
the heat-sink temperature andrT is the specific thermal re
sistance of the laser heterostructure. The voltage drop
threshold,V=rsJ+Nhn /q, is determined primarily by th
cascaded active regions and also by the specific series
tancers associated with the injection regions and the wa
guide cladding regions. In cascaded structures, the seri
sistancers has two components,rs=Nrinj +rs0, where the
first term is theN dependent active region resistance ass
ated mostly with the injectors, and the second term re
sents the contribution of the waveguide cladding layers
therefore does not depend onN. At the moment, we lac
detailed information about series resistance in structures
different numbers of stages, and we assign the total val
the series resistance to theN independent part.

Figure 1 illustrates our method of analysis. The b
straight line0 (isogain line) represents the threshold con
tion Tthsnthd for a typical value of the internal optical lo
aint=20 cm−1 at the lasing wavelengthl=4 mm.5,6 Curves
1–3 show the equilibrium electron temperatureTesned calcu-
lated for t«=1 ps. The typical value of the specific ser
resistance taken here isrs=3 mV cm2 (Ref. 1), and the hea

FIG. 1. Graphical analysis of the temperature performance of type-II IC
the ne–Te plane. Solid curve0 shows the isogain lineTthsnthd. Curves1–3
show equilibrium electron temperature-concentration dependenceTesned; s1d
C=5310−27 cm6/s, rT=15 K cm2/kW; s2–3d C=10−26 cm6/s; thermore
sistance values:rT=15 K cm2/kW (curve 2) and rT=3 K cm2/kW (curve
3). The dotted lines28 and 38 show the equilibrium lattice temperatu
TLsned for high and low thermoresistance values.
sink temperature isTHS=175 K. Curves1 and 2 have been
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obtained using the same high value of the specific the
resistance,rT=15 K cm2/kW, which is typical for wide
stripe ICL.1 Auger coefficients in these two calculations
fer by a factor of 2,C=5310−27 cm6/s (curve 1) and C
=10−26 cm6/s (curve2). The SRH recombination coefficie
was taken at a typical value ofA=108 s−1 (Ref. 8). The in-
tersection of an electron temperature curve with the thres
isogain line defines the laser threshold operating point
the lower value of the Auger recombination rate, there
robust lasing generation represented by the intersecti
the curve1 and isogain line0. Due to the low value of th
optical gain in a type-II ICL, only a two-fold increase of t
Auger coefficient brings the device out of operation, so
curve 2 shows no intersection with isogain line0. Curve3
demonstrates the recovering effect of the lower therma
sistancerT. Remarkably, as small as a three-fold decreas
the thermal resistancerT brings the laser back into the op
ating range even for the Auger coefficient as high aC
=10−26 cm6/s. Calculation shows that laser generation is
curely recovered(isogain line reappears) already at rT
=5 K cm2/kW. Dotted curves28 and 38 illustrate the equ
librium lattice overheatingTLsned in the active region at hig
and low thermoresistance values. It is readily seen tha
electron heating plays only a secondary role in the ov
device overheating, while the lattice temperature increas
parently dominates the process at high thermoresistanc
ues(compare the dashed and dotted curves2–28 and3–38).

When the threshold isogain lineTthsnthd is tangent to th
electron temperature curveTesned, the laser operation b
comes marginal, so that this regime corresponds to the
est operating(heat-sink) temperatureTmax achievable for
given device. Figure 2 shows the calculated dependen
the maximum operating temperatureTmax on the number o
cascade stagesN. We assume that both the optical loss
the series resistance in the ICL heterostructure origina
the cladding and contact layers, thus keeping those quan
N independent in our illustrative calculations. In this sit
tion, the most important consequence of the increase o
number of stages is the corresponding increase in the
finement factor and the modal gain which accounts for

FIG. 2. Maximum heat-sink temperature vs number of cascadesN for
type-II ICLs. The curve assignment is the same as in Fig. 1. Dashed c2
demonstrates the strong depression of the maximum operation temp
by Auger recombination(compare with curve1). Curve 3 illustrates the
recovering effect of the lower thermal resistance. Room-temperature
tion becomes feasible at the lowest thermoresistance
rT,3 K cm2/kW even for an Auger coefficient as high asC
=10−26 cm6/s.
sharp increase of the temperature performance withN at
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small N,20. A further increase in the number of stag
however, proportionally increases the threshold voltage
the heat dissipation in the active region. Since both the
finement factor and the modal gain saturate at largeN, this
leads to device overheating and gradually decrease
maximum operating temperatureTmax for N.30. Note tha
in unipolar quantum cascade lasers(QCLs), where the trans
parency current is negligible, the increase of the numb
cascades is accompanied by a proportional decrease
threshold current which results in a pronounced minimu
the dissipated electrical power atN<20.12 In ICLs, due to
the higher value of the transparency current, the thres
current does not decrease so dramatically withN, so that the
power dissipation at the threshold does not reveal su
minimum. Nevertheless, an optimum number of stages e
in an ICL, although it is not as sharply peaked as it is
QCL. The optimal number of ICL stages, which we de
here with respect to the highest possible heat-sink tem
ture Tmax, is in a rather wide range between 20 to 30 c
cades, so that additional optimization with respect to the
put optical power is possible.

Figure 3 shows the threshold current density versus
heat-sink temperatureJthsTHSd. The calculated dependenc
shown in Fig. 3(a) again demonstrate the competitive eff
of the Auger recombination and the heterostructure

FIG. 3. Threshold current densityJth as a function of heat-sink temperat
THS. sad Calculated dependencies; for curves1 and2, the curve assignme
is the same as in Fig. 1. Curves 3 and 4 correspond torT=10 and
5 K cm2/kW. The maximum achievable operating(heat-sink) temperature
for each parameter sets1–4d is indicated by arrows:s1d Tmax=194 K, s2d
Tmax=139 K, s3d Tmax=162 K, ands4d Tmax=204 K. sbd Experimental de
pendencies measured in cw mode for two devices with different
widths: 35mm (curve A) and 8mm (curve B). Dashed–dotted lines sho
data from pulsed operation.
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moresistance on the laser temperature performance. To
trate experimentally the influence of the thermoresistanc
crease on the laser temperature performance, we mea
the threshold current in two ICL devices processed with
ferent mesa widths, 35mm and 8mm [Fig. 3(b), curvesA
andB]. Both lasers are of similar design and emit at 3.7mm.
The different mesa width leads to a different thermal re
tance and, therefore, affects the laser temperature p
mance. The thermal resistance and maximum operating
perature arerT=13 K cm2/kW and Tmax=175 K for the
35 mm mesa device sAd, and, correspondingly, rT

=3.5 K cm2/kW andTmax=205 K for the 8mm mesa devic
sBd. The observed improvement ofTmax agrees qualitative
with the predictions of our theoretical model thus illustra
its applicability. A more detailed quantitative compariso
complicated by the fact that the decrease of the mesa
additionally affects the threshold current by increasing
part of the surface recombination which is not include
our simple theoretical model.

In conclusion, we describe a simple method for ana
ing the temperature performance of semiconductor la
which is based on comparing the temperature-concentr
dependence at the laser threshold with a steady
temperature-concentration relationship obtained from ca
heating analysis. We use this method to highlight the ph
cal effects most critical for the high-temperature operatio
type-II ICLs in the 3–4mm spectral region. We show th
the low material gain and high value of the specific ther
resistance typical for antimonide-based cascade lase
primarily responsible for limiting cw operation of these
vices to low temperatures. We show also that the numb
ICL cascades has an optimum with respect to the highe
operating temperature, though the range of optimum va
is rather wide, comprising 20 to 30 cascades.
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